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Abstract. The paper presents, in synthesis, the outcomes of the research on the
experimental methods of soil stabilization with ecological substances in order to achieve
some stable and durable structures using technological processes of compacting by
vibration. Based on laboratory and „in situ” tests, there were determined values of soil
elasticity taking into account Poisson's coefficient change. Thus, as a result of the
modification of the size and content of the enzyme pores in the process of atomized
treatment of the soil treated by special mixing, significant variations of the elasticity
modules (monoaxial and volume) are produced and of the stiffness coefficient varies in the
normal direction of vibration at the soil compaction surface. The effect of unstable soils
stabilization using enzymatic solutions is even more significant as the porosity index
decreases, Poisson's ratio and the modulus of soil elasticity is increasing.
Keywords: Rheological model, Elastic modulus, Monoaxial Compression, Enzymes, Stabilized
Soil.
Introduction
The realization of road systems based on stabilized soil, enzymes and natural adding
materials is possible only on the basis of an appropriate research program aimed at
highlighting the technological stages, the material resources and the dynamic compacting
vibration equipment.
The output of the research should highlight consistent, efficient and reproducible
results of an assessed method and technology leading to strength increase and stability of
road structures.
In this context, this paper highlights the effect of enzymes mixed with natural soil,
mineral aggregates and additives to achieve stable and durable structures. As a result, for
certain categories of soil with significant and measurable content of clay, mixed with sand
and mineral aggregates, with the appropriate treatment of enzyme stabilizers, remarkable
experimental outcomes were obtained. Thus, the characteristics of the enzyme-stabilized
structures can be defined on the basis of the mechanical strength σz of the longitudinal
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elastic modulus , in the vertical direction, of the modulus of volume elasticity
and of
the coefficient of stiffness k in the vertical direction [7, 8]. The treatment with atomized
enzyme solutions is conditioned by the appropriate dosing, mixing and homogenization by
modifying the Poisson’s ratio, marked by . In this case, by increasing values of to the
maximum limit
0,5, it is found the increase of the volume elasticity modulus, the
increase of the strength and the increase of the rigidity of the achieved structure.
The evolution of the dynamic compaction parameters highlighted by the families of
curves, reflects the efficiency of the compaction process of the stabilized soils [9].
Parametric Analyses of Enzyme-Stabilized Soils
Dynamic rigidity
The mineral-aggregate mixture must be provided with the optimal dose of atomized
feed, with enzymes or poly-enzymes to occupy the porous spaces.
This reduces the water content of the natural porous network. In this case, the
processed material, in the form of enzyme-stabilized soil, must have a porous network with
significant enzyme content to increase the Poisson’s coefficient and the resistance to the
gelling process (freeze-thaw).
Taking into account the elastic deformations for the road structure put into
operation at the static compaction, the rigidity can be established with the relation:
(1)

∙

Where
is the stiffness coefficient in the elastic domain,
the uniform elastic
contraction coefficient, corresponding to the S- area of the rectangular contact surface.
The elastic contraction coefficient in static mode, shall be calculated as follows:
(2)

√

Where
is the shape coefficient of the contact rectangular surface
0,8
1,2 ,
is modulus of longitudinal (monoaxial) elasticity of the soil,
Poisson’s
coefficient. The stiffness coefficient , in static mode, for the real surface , of rectangular
shape (contact flat), between the compactor’s roller and the ground (stabilized soil layer)
can be calculated as:
√

(3)

In the dynamic one-directional vertical regime, at the action of the vibrations guided in the
normal direction versus the compaction surface, the elastic volumetric reaction of the
deformed soil is expressed by the volume elasticity model , as follows:
(4)
In this case, the uniform contraction coefficient in dynamic mode
as:
√
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The dynamic stiffness coefficient of the road structure of soil stabilized with
enzymes in the technological vibration mode corresponding to the compaction process
emerges as:
(6)
√
It is noted that
parameter increases with respect to the increase of the
values as well as with the increase of ∈ 0,1 … 0,5 .

,

Centric monoaxial longitudinal elastic modulus
The laboratory experiments are performed on cylindrical samples taken from the
stabilized and compacted soil layer. The samples are subjected to quasi-static pressures of
centric mono-axial compression at controlled deformation rates, according to the
specialized normative documents. In this way, the
axial elastic modulus is determined as
follows:
(7)

∆

Where is the centrically applied axial force;
- initial diameter of uncompressed sample;
- initial height of uncompressed sample;
- final diameter of the median transversal section after compression;
- final height remained, of the sample, after compression;
∆ - the variation (compaction) of the sample height where compressive force so that
∆ = <0
Thus, on the basis of a samples sufficient number taken from the enzyme-stabilized
soil layer compacted with a vibrating roller, the values of the
modulus were determined.
Depending on the amount of enzyme by mass relative to 100 kg of ground, mixed,
compacted soil, that is to , % percent dose and a clay content % of the total mass, there
longitudinal elasticity modulus values, presented in
were obtained the values of the
table 1.
Table 1
Elasticity modulus

, MPa

,%

0,1

0,2

0,3

0,4

0,5

0,6

20 %
45 %

5,81
37,1

6,50
41,6

7,80
50,0

8,78
56,19

9,15
58,56

10,21
65,34

Coefficient of Poisson
In the case of the monoaxial compression in the vertical direction with the
the axial deformation process characterized by the specific deformation

force,
∆
is

accompanied by the transverse deformation in the median plane, expressed by
∆

, so that

[4, 6, 7]

Consequently, Poisson’s ratio
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0

∆

(8)

0 |∆ |

The experimental results showed values of ranging from 0.400 and 0.485 for the
100 samples taken „in situ” for the specified parametric values of the clay and enzymes
dosages specified in Table 1.
Viscous amortization of the enzyme stabilized soil
The coefficient of viscosity specific to the linear viscous force proportional to the
deformation velocity of soil, during the compacting process by vibration, determines the
fraction of the critical amortization, as follows:
(9)

2√

Where:

is the vibrating mass of the compactor.

The (9) relation enables the calculation of the amortization for the discreet variance of the
stiffness after each pass of the vibratory roller.
Parametric measures of the vibratory compactor –stabilized soil system
There are presented physical and mechanical values that define the Voigt-Kelvin
rheological calculation model for the dynamic analysis of the compaction process.
Thus, for the
perturbator force, the
5
and
0 … 500
rad/s static moment assures the dynamic compaction level for a stabilized soil mix with 45
% clay percentage and 3 % enzyme dosage. In this case, the calculation parameters for the
case study are presented in table 2.
Table 2
Experimental parameter values
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Parameter symbol
,%
,
,
10 /
,%
10
/
, 10

0,400
50
0,750
1
25,00
5,090
10

Experimental values
0,450
0,475
50
50
0,750
0,750
2
4
17,00
12,50
5,000
5,09
10
10

0,485
50
0,750
6
10,80
5,10
10

Analysis of the Dynamic Parameters of the Compaction Process
The Voigt-Kelvin rheological model is illustrated in Figure 1 and it means that the
enzyme-stabilized soil in the dynamic compaction process can be analyzed in the linear
viscoelastic domain for each successive step of repeatedly passing the vibrating equipment.
mx  cx  kx  m0 r 2 sin t

(10)

Where: xt   x means the instantaneous movement of the vibrating roller in permanent
contact with the surface of the stabilized soil structure.
The differential equation of motion for the model in Figure 1 is:
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The solution in stabilized regime, for the
compaction technological vibrations, on vertical direction
is:

x  A sint   

(11)

Where: A is the amplitude of the instantaneous movement,
 - the phase shift between the instantaneous movement
x  xt  and the excitation force F t   m0 r 2 sin  t .
Out of the condition that the (11) condition is the solution
of the (10) differential equation, A and  emerge, as
follows:

A  m0 r 2

Figure 1. Dynamic calculation
model.

1

k  m 

2 2

  arctg

c 
2

(12)
2

c
k  m 2

(13)

The efficiency of the behavior may be considered by assuring the parameters that reflect
the dimension of the
force transmitted to the soil and of the dissipated energy by the
viscous component of the soil.
Dynamic force transmitted to soil
The dynamic transmitted force

may be written down as:

Q t   kx  cx

(14)

Q t   kA sin t     cA  cos t   

(15)

Where: x  A sin t    and x  A cos t    are inserted. Thus, it is obtained:

Considering the (15) relation

can also be written down as:
Q t   Q0 sin  t   

Where:

Q  Q t 

is the force amplitude

,

(16)

 dephasing between x  xt  and

By identifying the (15) and (16) relations it emerges:

Q0 sin    kA sin   cA cos 

Q0 cos   kA cos   cA sin 
From where we have:

(17)

Q0  A k 2  c22

or replacing A from the (12) relation, we obtain:

Q0  m0 r 2

k 2  c 2 2
k 2  c 2 2 2  c 2 2

(18)

The de-phasing is obtained from the (17) relations system as:
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tg  

 mc  3
sin 

cos  k k  m 2   c 2 2

(19)

Dissipated energy in the process of compaction by vibration
The dissipated energy may be calculated with the relation:

Wd  cA2

(20)

or considering the (12) relation we have:

5
Wd  cm0 r 
k  m 2 2  c 2 2

(21)

2

Hysteretic loops
The energy dissipated on the cycle is equal to the hysteretic loop area. For the linear
Voigt-Kelvin viscoelastic model, the hysteretic loop is an ellipse whose own axis are rotated
relative to the chosen reference system.
a) Equation of the F – x ellipse
For the forced excitation

with

F t   F  F0 sin t

and

the

solution

xt   x  A sint    , the equation of the ellipse F - x is obtained by eliminating the time

between function x t   x and the trigonometric function sin t  F , taking into
F0
2

consideration cost   1  F
F0

Thus, we have: x  Asint cos  Asin cost
Where there are inserted the sin t and cos t functions.
In this case, we obtain:

 2  2 X cos  X 2  sin 2   0

(22)

x
Where:   F and X 
A
F0
From the (22) equation, it emerges     X  thus:

  X cos   sin  1  X 2

(23)

x
Where: sin   c A ; cos   k  m 2  A ;   F and X  , Thus by replacing it in the
A
F0
F
F0
(23) relation we obtain:
F  x k  m 2   c A 2  x 2

(24)

Which represents the equation of the ellipse in the axis system F- x.
b) Equation of the Q – x ellipse
Force Qt   kx  cx may be written down as:

Q t   kx  c A cos  t   
Journal of Engineering Science
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x2
. In this case, the (25) relation may be
Where: cost      1  sin t      1 
A
2

written down as:

Q x  kx  c A2  x2

(26)

The dissipated energy on cycle is equal to that area of the hysteretic loops. In the case of
the F - x and Q - x functions, which define the specific ellipses, areas are equal, as follows:
T

T

T

Wd   F  x xdt   Q x   mxxdt   Q x xdt
0

0

(27)

0

T

because

 mxxdt  0 because

x and x are orthogonal functions.

0

Families of Curves Characteristic to the Dynamic Compaction Process
Based on the data from Table
2 and on the calculation relations, the
parameterized curves families were
drawn by the discreet variance of the
dynamic rigidity in accordance with
the discrete variance of Poisson's
coefficient for the four values.
Figure 2 shows the family of
curves of amplitude depending on the
continuous
variation
of
the
perturbation
and
the
discreet
variance of stiffness.Figure 3 shows
the variation curves of the maximum
Figure 2. Amplitude variation in relation
force Q0 transmitted to the stabilized
to and .
soil layer. The variation curves of the
dissipated energy are presented in figure 4.
Ellipses surfaces Q – x are in table 3.

Figure 3. Variation of the maximum force
transmitted in relation to and .
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Figure 5 shows the hysteretic Q - x ellipses for the four distinct situations of the excitation
technological pulse.

a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure 5. Q – x Hysteretic Ellipse
a)  =100rad/s; b)  =150rad/s; c)  =200rad/s; d)  =300rad/s.
Table 3
Experimental parameter values
k [N/m]
[rad/s]
100
150
200
300

108

2·108

4·108

6·108

157.020408
140.279262
125.616326
143.984752

31.404082
476.949489
251.232653
196.126630

4.243795
82.232671
1256.163264
350.054671

1.554658
20.382457
251.232653
847.910203

After each passing of the compactor in dynamic conditions, the proportionality
between compaction degree and dissipated energy corresponding to the increase of
hysteretic loop surface while increasing soil stiffness and reducing settlement of the
compacted layer has been noted.
Conclusions
The research results revealed the correlation between the degree of compaction for
every equipment passing and energy proportionally dissipated with hysteretic loop when
the soil is stabilized with natural enzymes brought in atomized state using an ejection
system (nozzles) with micrometric level during mixing process.
Journal of Engineering Science
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The effect of unstable soils stabilization using enzymatic solutions is even more
significant as the porosity index decreases, Poisson's ratio increase while the modulus of
soil elasticity is increasing. In this case, the proper soil stiffness for layer stabilization
evidenced by compaction degree increase and settlement decrease is ensured.
Numerical simulation performed in the study by considering Voigt-Kelvin rheological
model has conducted to a realistic assessment of soil dynamic response during vibrocompaction process, which can be considered as an important tool to be applied to provide
a high quality of engineering compaction works and improvement of design techniques.
The final results revealed the necessary conditions to set a rapid method to be used
in verification of in-situ compaction parameters by a proper calibration of the technological
tools system so that the hysteresis loop area can directly indicate the degree of compaction,
the stiffness of the compacted layer in real time and the energy required in the compaction
process.
The methodology will contribute to development of technical applications in
compaction of bioactive stabilized soils used in road systems by ensuring durability and
greening of performed works.
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